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1. Introduction
Effective regulation of utilities is all about getting the numbers right. All the crucial utility functions –
providing reliable service safely and at economically efficient rates – depend upon the ability of the
utility to obtain revenues, through regulated rates, that are sufficient – but not excessive – to build,
operate and maintain the utility’s services. The regulator’s role is to ensure that the utility’s rates
satisfy this need while protecting the utility’s customers from waste, inefficiency, and corrupt behavior.
The utility regulator cannot perform this essential role without accurate, timely, verifiable, granular,
and comprehensive accounting data from the utility. Data of this quality are best collected using a well
understood, and time-tested, accounting system. For regulators, the Uniform System of Accounts
(USoA), used by all United States electric utilities and adopted by many utilities in other parts of the
world, provides an ideal platform.
This primer is a guide to the structure and function of a system of accounts by which the regulated
utility can record and categorize its myriad financial transactions and, as important, present accurate
and coherent data concerning those transactions to the regulator charged with ensuring that the utility
performs its essential functions at a reasonable cost to customers.
The primer first describes the characteristics and value of a sound accounting system; presents in
broad outline and detailed examples the USoA, a system that has proven invaluable in utility regulation
for many years in scores of jurisdictions; and finally offers suggestions for how to implement a sound
utility system where, as may be the case, the existing system is incomplete, inaccurate, or otherwise
inadequate to serve the regulator’s needs.

2. Characteristics and Value of Sound Utility Systems of Accounts
There are several types of accounting systems, each with its own purpose. Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP) comprise a set of rules relating to the treatment of revenues, expenses
and assets. International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) address how information should be
reported publicly to investors, in order to protect investors and the financial markets and allow a fair
comparison among investment choices. Income Tax Accounting incorporates the relevant
jurisdiction’s tax rules to ensure proper collection of revenues for government operation. Finally,
Regulatory Accounting, of which the USoA is one type, is designed to identify and categorize the costs
of providing service and provide a basis upon which to calculate the level of revenue needed to cover
all the utility’s costs including a return on investment.
These various systems are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, virtually all utilities maintain sets of books
under at least three systems: IFRS, Tax Accounting, and Regulatory Accounting, with guidance for
entries in each often guided by GAAP.1 For a regulated utility, however, the Regulatory Accounting
system is the core from which the information entered into all other systems can be drawn. All of the
basic information (drawn from invoices and receipts and other source documents) is recorded and
categorized in the Regulatory Accounting system; from there it can be summarized, and adjusted if

The USoA is generally consistent with GAAP; for a review of the differences, and efforts to increase that consistency, see
the following for a discussion of the adoption of the USoA: “Overview of Accounting Systems,” NARUC,
https://pubs.naruc.org/pub.cfm?id=538E66C7-2354-D714-51E9-23D0C31CD7BB. See also Public Utility Accounting: A Public
Power System's Introduction to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Uniform System of Accounts (Arlington: American Public
Power Association, 2012),
https://www.publicpower.org/system/files/documents/Public%20Utility%20Accounting%20Manual%202018.pdf.
1
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necessary (for example for differences in depreciation treatment), for entries into reports for the tax
authorities or investors. 2
Effective price regulation is designed to answer two questions: How much revenue should the utility
collect from customers, and how should that revenue “requirement” be allocated among customer
groups. Neither of those questions can be answered accurately, however, unless both the utility –
which has the task of proposing a level of revenues and a rate design to recover those revenues – and
the regulator – which has the responsibility to ensure that the utility recovers just enough to cover
its costs and earn a reasonable profit – have a shared, accurate and detailed record and understanding
of the utility’s finances. The granular details available in a good system of accounts are particularly
valuable when determining what costs are associated with which customers; aligning costs with rates
enhances fairness (both actual and perceived) as well as economic efficiency.
The use of a coherent system of accounts will further provide the regulator with an important tool
when it evaluates the performance of the utility in at least two important respects. First, is the utility
investing at appropriate levels relative to maintenance and repair? Utilities have an incentive to
overinvest in capital and underspend (relatively) for maintenance, because they earn a return on capital
investment but not on expenses. Accurate charts of accounts, and clear instructions for those
accounts, can help ensure that capital and expense spending are properly characterized.
Second, how does the utility’s investment, expense and revenue collection performance compare with
that of similar utilities? Where several utilities in the same jurisdiction or region use the same
accounting system, comparison between and among them allows the regulator to identify, and seek
information concerning, “outliers” in the data, and thus help ensure that, to the extent possible, the
utility is acting efficiently.
Further, a good accounting system will help both the utility and the regulator to identify areas of excess
or inadequate investment by, for example, tracking investment levels against service performance. Such
a system will also assist in identifying areas of “informal” economic activity by increasing the
transparency of revenues and expenditures and by providing a platform for comprehensive financial
audits.

Why does sound accounting matter? The perspective of the utility.
From: Public Utility Accounting a Public Power System's Introduction to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission Uniform System of Accounts, Copyright © 2012 by the American Public Power Association
Many times, even those utilities that utilize the FERC Uniform System of Accounts often question why
proper, consistent coding even matters. As an introduction to the importance of the FERC Uniform System
of Accounts, let’s consider the impact of a significant cost misclassified as an operation and maintenance
(O&M) cost when in reality it was a cost that should have been capitalized. Why does this matter? Because
the error has shifted costs from what should have been an addition to our balance sheet over to an
immediate full impact on the income statement. If properly capitalized the impact on the income statement
would only be by a certain amount each year, through depreciation (depending upon useful life).
As noted above, if this cost were erroneously charged to an O&M account, the costs would impact the
utility’s income statement immediately, thereby reducing net income. Asset values would also be
understated. Although this is an issue that all utilities should be concerned with, it is particularly important
2 to investor-owned utilities who normally earn an allowed rate of return based upon their investment in
Companies that already have comprehensive and granular books of accounts consistent with GAAP may us e
assetsbooks
serving
customers.
So, this
error
has not only
reduced
thethe
utility’s
net income,
a figure
a
those
as the
foundation,
but for
a regulated
company,
all of
information
required
for thecertainly
Regulatory
factor
in
obtaining
debt,
meeting
debt
coverage
ratios,
as
well
as
having
a
significant
impact
on
stock
price
Accounting system must be entered appropriately in that system (whether directly from the source
(for an investor-owned
utility),
but asset
values
have
been understated as well, thereby reducing return on
documents
or transparently
“mapped”
from
other
systems).
investment.
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The value of a comprehensive and detailed regulatory accounting system increases over time, as the
utility and regulator are able to compare revenues and spending over several years to identify trends
or anomalies, and as the use of similar systems spreads geographically in the region, allowing
benchmarking, trending, and the identification of best practices.
Benchmarking – comparing data from the same account or accounts among several utilities – can assist
the regulator by allowing for comparison of similar data, information, statistics, among companies: it
allows an assessment of how well a utility is doing compared to other similarly situated utilities, and
assists in focusing questions on areas where the data show unexplained variations.
Trending measures changes in a utility’s performance, investment, revenues and costs over time, and
thus can help identify areas of inadequate or excessive funding, as well as the success of efforts (for
example) to increase collections.
Finally, a sound accounting system will assist in the utility's and regulator's efforts to assign and allocate
costs to appropriate customer groups, and develop rate structures that recover fixed costs from fixed
charges, and variable costs from variable charges.
Regional consistency will enhance the benefits of a coherent and comprehensive system. Using the
same system throughout a region allows utility and regulator to compare, for example, operating costs
of similarly situated facilities owned by utility, operating costs of facilities owned by others providing
services to the utility, and operating costs throughout the region from one period to the next.
To summarize: In order accomplish these various beneficial results, an accounting system should be
verifiable, sufficiently granular, and (to the extent possible) consistent across time, relevant industries
and geographies. It must be able to track spending and income from source documents to categories,
and must be comprehensive in order to capture all regulated activities, and also permit separation of
non-utility financial activities where those are permitted. As described in detail below, the USoA
satisfies all these conditions.

3. The USoA
The USoA3 is used by virtually every electric utility in the United States and is gaining widespread
support throughout the world. 4 As the excerpts and discussion below indicate, it provides a
comprehensive set of instructions and charts of accounts that can, taken together, provide the vital
detailed information needed by the utility and regulator.
This section of the primer will provide short examples from each major section of the USoA, together
with some commentary and an illustration from a recent report using data from USoA charts of
accounts. The italicized material in red below is text from the USoA.

The full version of the USoA can be found at Subchapter C – Accounts, Federal Power Act,
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CFR-2011-title18-vol1/pdf/CFR-2011-title18-vol1-part101.pdf. and also at “18 CFR
Part 101 – Uniform System of Accounts Prescribed for Public Utilities and Licensees Subject to the Provisions of the Federal
Power Act,” Legal Information Institute, https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/18/part-101.
4 See, e.g., the efforts noted in Section 4.
3
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3.1. Definitions
When used in this system of accounts:
1. Accounts means the accounts prescribed in this system of accounts.
2. Actually issued, as applied to securities issued or assumed by the utility, means those which have
been sold to bona fide purchasers for a valuable consideration, those issued as dividends on stock,
and those which have been issued in accordance with contractual requirements direct to trustees of
sinking funds.
This section provides definitions of all terms used in the USoA. In some case, as in the case of “actually
issued,” the definition provides substantive guidance: the use of that term in the USoA is limited to
an issuance for value.

3.2. General Instructions
22. Depreciation Accounting.
A. Method. Utilities must use a method of depreciation that allocates in a systematic and rational
manner the service value of depreciable property over the service life of the property.
B. Service lives. Estimated useful service lives of depreciable property must be supported by
engineering, economic, or other depreciation studies.
C. Rate. Utilities must use percentage rates of depreciation that are based on a method of depreciation
that allocates in a systematic and rational manner the service value of depreciable property to the
service life of the property. Where composite depreciation rates are used, they should be based on
the weighted average estimated useful service lives of the depreciable property comprising the
composite group.
Some of the instructions, such as the instruction for depreciation quoted above, reflect important
substantive decisions concerning the regulatory treatment of assets and expense. In the case of
depreciation, the instruction indicates a preference for “straight line” depreciation, and in that respect
may differ from tax accounting, which often allows accelerated depreciation. As noted above, these
methods are not inconsistent; they are simply different and used for different purposes. So long as the
relevant data can be mapped from one system to the other, both the regulator and the tax assessor
can have confidence in the data.
2. Records.
A. Each utility shall keep its books of account, and all other books, records, and memoranda which
support the entries in such books of account so as to be able to furnish readily full information as to
any item included in any account. Each entry shall be supported by such detailed information as will
permit ready identification, analysis, and verification of all facts relevant thereto.
B. The books and records referred to herein include not only accounting records in a limited technical
sense, but all other records, such as minute books, stock books, reports, correspondence, memoranda,
etc., which may be useful in developing the history of or facts regarding any transaction.
C. No utility shall destroy any such books or records unless the destruction thereof is permitted by
rules and regulations of the Commission.
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Some instructions, such as the instruction concerning records, are essential to the ability of the
regulator to ensure accuracy and transparency of the utility’s records. The records described here,
which must be retained according to rules established by the regulator, will allow complete tracking
of all financial events.

3.3. Utility Plant Instructions
2. Electric Plant to Be Recorded at Cost.
A. All amounts included in the accounts for electric plant acquired as an operating unit or system,
except as otherwise provided in the texts of the intangible plant accounts, shall be stated at the cost
incurred by the person who first devoted the property to utility service.
This is another area where the instructions indicate a substantive regulatory choice: costs for plant
are to be recorded at original cost, and not some other measure (such as fair value). This does not
preclude the regulator from determining, in a particular case based on particular circumstances, that
rate base can be determined using some other method; even where a different method is used,
however, it is valuable to have a record, in the utility’s charts of accounts, of the original cost basis for
the assets. Having that information would, for example, allow calculation of asset value impairment in
the event that a fair value rate base is used for ratemaking purposes.

3.4. Operating Expense Instructions
1. Supervision and Engineering (Major Utilities).
The supervision and engineering includible in the operating expense accounts shall consist of the pay
and expenses of superintendents, engineers, clerks, other employees and consultants engaged in
supervising and directing the operation and maintenance of each utility function. Wherever allocations
are necessary in order to arrive at the amount to be included in any account, the method and basis
of allocation shall be reflected by underlying records.
...
Expenses
2. Maintenance.
A. The cost of maintenance chargeable to the various operating expense and clearing accounts includes
labor, materials, overheads and other expenses incurred in maintenance work. A list of work operations
applicable generally to utility plant is included hereunder. Other work operations applicable to specific
classes of plant are listed in functional maintenance expense accounts.
Items
1. Direct field supervision of maintenance.
2. Inspecting, testing, and reporting on condition of plant specifically to determine the need for repairs,
replacements, rearrangements and changes and inspecting and testing the adequacy of repairs which
have been made.
Note that the USoA, as adopted by the FERC, differentiates between “major” utilities and smaller
ones, with more detailed instructions and requirements placed on the larger companies. This
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differentiation offers the regulator some flexibility in determining how to apply the USoA requirements
to utilities of various sizes, and also an opportunity to phase in the requirements by, for example, first
instituting the requirements set forth for smaller utilities. Since the essential requirements and
numbering scheme remain the same, transition to the more robust requirements of the “major”
utilities would be relatively straightforward.

3.5. Charts of Accounts (COA)
The USoA provides a detailed and comprehensive set of accounts, organized into the following
categories:
00-199 Assets and other debits.
200-299 Liabilities and other credits.
300-399 Plant accounts.
400-432, 434-435 Income accounts.
433, 436-439 Retained earnings accounts.
440-459 Revenue accounts.
500-599 Production, transmission and distribution expenses.
900-949 Customer accounts, customer service and informational, sales, and general and
administrative expenses.
The charts of accounts are organized into broad categories, with accounts 100 through 299 covering
balance sheet accounts; 300 through 399 plant accounts; 400 through 459 covering income and related
accounts (including summary expense data); and 500 through 949 expense accounts. Note that there
are no accounts in the 600, 700 or 800 series.

3.6. Balance Sheet Accounts
The balance sheet accounts are summary accounts, showing the totals drawn from other more
granular accounts. As shown in the example for electric plant in service, the USoA provides an
instruction for each account, often cross-referencing other accounts as the source or indicating related
accounts.
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
1. Utility Plant
101 Electric plant in service (Major only).
A. This account shall include the original cost of electric plant, included in accounts 301 to 399,
prescribed herein, owned and used by the utility in its electric utility operations, and having an
expectation of life in service of more than one year from date of installation, including such property
owned by the utility but held by nominees. (See also account 106 for unclassified construction costs
of completed plant actually in service.)
Here is an example of a filing (an annual report by DTE Electric Company to FERC) showing part of
the contents of the balance sheet accounts:5

This chart and the others reproduced in this primer can be found in the full DTE filing for 4Q18 available at “FERC:
Documents and Filing,” FERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, https://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/elibrary.asp.

5
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Note that the annual report clearly shows from which account and subaccount each figure is taken.
This report also allows for immediate comparison with the prior year’s figures.
Construction work in progress tends to be an important regulatory issue, namely the extent to which
recovery should be allowed. Account 107 shows the amounts that would be involved. Here is a portion
of the same company’s report for that account:

Another set of accounts provides information concerning non-utility property. This information is
especially important where, for example, the utility is permitted to engage in non-utility and/or
competitive activities. Where that is the case, regulators generally act to ensure that customers of the
basic utility activities are insulated from the risks of the non-utility activity.
2. Other Property and Investments
121 Nonutility property.
In the case of the sample company, as shown below, there is a subsidiary engaged in non-utility activities
that shows negative retained earnings, suggesting it has operated at a loss. This is the kind of
information that the regulator should have in determining the proper treatment of the relationship
between the utility and non-utility aspects of the business.
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Capital accounts provide information about the financing of the utility. The information allows the
regulator to calculate the leverage (i.e., debt/equity ratio) of the utility and also to observe directly the
cost of the debt. This information is important in determining the rate of return to be allowed on the
utility’s rate base. Note that the market price of the stock is not reported; that price is readily
observable in the equity markets, and information on the charts of accounts would be out of date
virtually the minute it was entered.
LIABILITIES AND OTHER CREDITS
5. Proprietary Capital
201 Common stock issued.
202 Common stock subscribed (Major only).
203 Common stock liability for conversion (Major only).
204 Preferred stock issued.
205 Preferred stock subscribed (Major only).
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6. Long-Term Debt
221 Bonds.

3.7. Electric Plant Accounts
The charts of accounts present the details concerning the original cost of the utility’s plant, together
with the revenues and expenses. Together with the supporting documentation, the data in these
accounts provide a complete and detailed “money trail” that reveals the financial elements of the
utility.
1. Intangible Plant
...
2. Production Plant
...
353 Station equipment.
This account shall include the cost installed of transforming, conversion, and switching equipment used
for the purpose of changing the characteristics of electricity in connection with its transmission or for
controlling transmission circuits.
...
4. Distribution Plant
...
362 Station equipment.
...
6. General Plant
...
390 Structures and improvements.
Here is an example of the material in some of the electric plant accounts; in this report, the beginning
balance for the year is shown together with additions during the year, as opposed to presenting year
end balances for both the prior and immediate past year. Both methods provide the same information,
Page 14
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but for the more detailed presentation in the 300 series accounts, it may be useful to be able to see
at a glance where the substantial additions have been made. The exact manner in which USoA data
are presented to the regulator is, of course, for each regulatory body to determine; what is essential
is that the full USoA data be collected by the utility and available to the regulator.

3.8. Income Accounts
The 400 series accounts provide a summary of revenues and expenses relating to utility operation,
allowing the utility and regulator to determine quickly the overall profitability of the utility. The details
concerning expenses are contained in the 500 and 900 series.
1. Utility Operating Income
400 Operating revenues.
There shall be shown under this caption the total amount included in the electric operating revenue
accounts provided herein.
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401 Operation expense.
There shall be shown under this caption the total amount included in the electric operation expense
accounts provided herein. (See note to operating expense instruction 3.)
402 Maintenance expense.
There shall be shown under this caption the total amount included in the electric maintenance expense
accounts provided herein.
403 Depreciation expense.
A. This account shall include the amount of depreciation expense for all classes of depreciable electric
plant in service except such depreciation expense as is chargeable to clearing accounts or to account
416, Costs and Expenses of Merchandising, Jobbing and Contract Work.
B. The utility shall keep such records of property and property retirements as will reflect the service
life of property which has been retired and aid in estimating probable service life by mortality, turnover,
or other appropriate methods; and also such records as will reflect the percentage of salvage and
costs of removal for property retired from each account, or subdivision thereof, for depreciable electric
plant.
Note again the emphasis on keeping proper records.

3.9. Operation and Maintenance Expense Accounts
2. Transmission Expenses
Operation
560 Operation supervision and engineering.
561.1 Load dispatch - Reliability.

...

4. Distribution Expenses
Operation
580 Operation supervision and engineering.
581 Load dispatching (Major only).
581.1 Line and station expenses (Nonmajor only).
582 Station expenses (Major only).
583 Overhead line expenses (Major only).
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Maintenance
590 Maintenance supervision and engineering (Major only).
591 Maintenance of structures (Major only).
592 Maintenance of station equipment (Major only).
592.1 Maintenance of structures and equipment (Nonmajor only)

The overview and examples from the USoA summarized above show the logic behind the USoA as a
way of collecting and presenting the financial data that are essential to both the utility itself and the
regulator seeking to ensure that rates are just and reasonable. The USoA is largely self-contained, in
that the instructions are presented in the USoA itself, and do not require reference to external sources
(such as GAAP). This is not to say that issues of interpretation will not arise: for example, depreciation
rates tend to be controversial, and the USoA does not dictate exactly how those rates should be
calculated. Even in that case, however, the USoA provides a firm foundation on which those disputes
can be resolved.
The USoA thus meets the criteria for a sound regulatory accounting system for utilities. It is
comprehensive, captures the entirety of the utility’s financial activities, and allows high level of
granularity. The division into major categories and multiple levels of sub-categories permits both rapid
assessment and detailed examination of financial operations. The usefulness of the USoA has been
tested through extensive use by utilities and regulators throughout the United States and elsewhere,
and that use, reflected in myriad regulatory decisions, provides useful information about how
accounting and financial issues have been resolved in other jurisdictions.
For four presentations illustrating the use and value of the USoA in the context of utility regulation in
emerging economies, see Appendix B.
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4. Adoption Issues
Moving from one system of accounting to another is never a trivial exercise, even where both systems
are robust. The move can be even more daunting where, as is often the case in emerging economies,
or a utility has been subject to direct government control, and/or the existing system has not been
designed, or implemented, to capture the relevant accounting date in a complete or coherent manner.

4.1. Process
Where a regulatory agency (or parliament, or utility) determines, based on the reasonable conclusion
that sound accounting practices are essential to good management and regulation, to move to the
USoA (or to a comparably robust system), there are several important steps to plan and execute.
First, secure all necessary approvals and authority for moving to the new system. While the authority
of regulatory agencies is generally broad and may include determining the manner in which utilities
collect and present information, ensuring clear authority is likely to help eliminate time-consuming
litigation that would delay implementation.
Second, ensure that the underlying data are collected and preserved. In some cases, for example,
records of the cost of plant that may have been put into service many years before, and it may be
necessary to use estimates. If estimates are used, however, those should be documented in a
transparent manner.
Third, the utility should, with guidance from the regulator, develop a transparent methodology to
“map” the data in the existing system to the USoA. It is likely that the categories will not match exactly,
and that the level of detail will differ. It will be important for the utility, again in consultation with the
regulator, to make reasonable judgments concerning how costs and revenues recorded in the existing
system should be recorded in the USoA. Again, records of how one set of accounts is mapped to the
USoA should be preserved and available for regulatory review.
Finally, it is worth considering, for at least the first year of implementation, for the utility to use both
sets of accounts, i.e., both the existing system and the USoA. This approach, while challenging
logistically, will help inform the mapping process and also allow the utility to work out any “bugs” in
the move to the new system. 6

6 For an "action plan" submitted by a Canadian utility for moving to the USoA, see “British Columbia Hydro and Power
Authority F2012 to F2014 Revenue Requirements Application,” British Columbia Utilities Commission,
https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_27251_A2-4_BCH-Action-Plan-Implement-USoA.pdf.
The steps shown in that action plan are reproduced as Appendix D.
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Regulator and Utility identify and assess
current accounting system

Regulator obtains approval (legislative if
necessary) for implementing USoA
Regulator and utility determine specifics
of USoA to be adopted and schedule for
transition
Utility develops, subject to regulatory
review and approval, approach to
mapping data in current system to USoA
Regulator develops and implements
annual reporting format
Utility prepares and submits data in
both old and new (USoA) format for
transition year
Utility prepares and submits all data in
new (USoA) format

Each step in the process should be accomplished
through a transparent process involving, at least, the
regulator, the ministry (and other relevant
government agencies, including the tax authority),
investors, and customers. The timing and
"deliverables" at each stage should be established at
the outset, with provision for adjustments to the
schedule as circumstances require.
It is likely to be helpful during this process to engage
other regulatory commissions, and regional
organizations, to gain the benefit of their experience
and improve the prospects for regional consistency.
One example of the steps taken by a utility to
implement the USoA is set forth in Appendix D. In
that example, a utility in British Columbia (Canada)
submitted a detailed action plan, expanding on the
steps outlined above. Each regulatory body, working
with the utility and (where appropriate) other
government agencies, should develop a plan that
best reflects local conditions, including technical and
administrative capacity as well as the legacy
accounting and reporting systems.

4.2. Challenges
Many utilities (and ministries or other government
agencies that own or control a utility) are reluctant
to share financial data, and this reluctance may
extend to the manner of data collection and
presentation.

The reluctance may be especially acute where, as may be the case where there is wide regional
adoption of the USoA, the utility is concerned that its own performance with respect to costs will not
compare favorably with other utilities. The regulator should work diligently with the utility (and/or
the ministry), and exercise its authority when necessary, to overcome this reluctance. It is vital that
the regulator have access to the greatest practicable amount of information about the utility's
revenues, investments and costs. Moreover, it is important that this information be available to the
public. 7 The failure to obtain, and make public, such information would compromise the transparency
and accountability essential to good regulation.
All of the excerpted material in this primer from DTE Electric Company is, like all the rest of the
financial data drawn from the USoA and reported to the FERC, readily available to anyone with access
to the internet. See, e.g., https://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/elibrary.asp, which allows a search of all
public FERC documents, including all Form 1 filings by all jurisdictional utilities. Regulators, utilities,
government agencies, the public, and others involved in policy and proceedings relating to utilities all

Some information, including material that would give the utility's competitors an unfair advantage, or material the release
of which would create a security risk, might reasonably be withheld from the public, but all information should be available
to the regulator. Moreover, claims by the utility of a need for confidential treatment should be subject to regulatory review
and approval. The fact that information might prove embarrassing to the utility is not a sufficient reason to hide the
information from the public.

7
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benefit from this body of readily available detailed information. It is worth considering how to make
these benefits as broadly available as possible.
Another challenge is securing the resources needed by both the utility and the regulator to move to
the new system. The move is not likely to require new accounting expertise; there is nothing in the
USoA that would be unfamiliar to anyone with accounting training and experience. There may,
however, be additional information systems that need to be adopted by the utility in order to
incorporate the USoA fully into the utility's financial, budgeting, and regulatory activities.
An additional challenge will be in establishing the protocols for collecting the information, both from
historical records if necessary and in any case on an ongoing basis, and finding the people with the
time to accomplish the transitional tasks. Once the transition is complete, entries can be routine and
mechanized, and should not create an undue burden on the utility. Once the decision to move to the
new system is made, it is likely to be useful to both the utility and the regulator to convene a process
to plan, and staff, the transition effort. In this context, there have already been some efforts in the
region to move to the USoA; drawing on that experience (an example of which is described in
Appendix C) is likely to prove useful.8

4.3. Recent Efforts to Implement the USoA
The National Energy Regulator of South Africa has adopted the USoA 9. The Electricity Regulatory
Authority of Uganda is in the process of monitoring the implementation of the USoA for its major
utility, UEGCL. 10 An effort to adopt the USoA is also underway in Ethiopia.11
The utilities subject to oversight by the Georgian National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory
Commission are also subject to a Uniform System of Accounting. The authority for this requirement
is in Article 46 of the Law of Georgia on Electricity and Natural Gas. 12

8 Appendix C describes a recent project involving utility regulators, NARUC and USAID. This primer is a part of NARUC's
and USAID's commitment to provide information and assistance to regulators in developing the tools to facilitate effective
regulation of utilities.
9
“ERA Consults Stakeholders on the Uniform System of Accounts,” Electricity Regulatory Authority,
https://www.era.or.ug/index.php/media-centre/what-s-new/239-era-consults-stakeholders-on-the-uniform-system-ofaccounts.
10
“Annual Report 2017-18,” Electricity Regulatory Authority, https://www.era.or.ug/index.php/resourcecentre/publications/annual-reports.
11

“Ethiopian
Regulators
Initiate
Implementation
of
a
Uniform
System
of
Accounts,”
NARUC,
https://www.naruc.org/bulletin/the-bulletin-122116/ethiopian-regulators-initiate-implementation-of-a-uniform-system-ofaccounts/.
12 “Law of Georgia on Electricity and Natural Gas,” Georgian National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory Commission,
http://gnerc.org/files/Acts%20in%20english/Georgian%20Low%20on%20Electricity%20&%20Natural%20Gas_opt.pdf.
See,
also, “Completed Projects,” Georgian National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory Commission,
http://gnerc.org/en/international/proeqtebi-da-programebi/completed.
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations
The adoption of the USoA for regulated utilities will provide significant benefits to the utility's ability
to assess its business, and, as important, will enhance the regulator's ability to carry out its obligation
to ensure that utility services are being provided at just and reasonable rates. Moreover, the data
collected pursuant to the USoA will allow useful comparisons over time and among utilities, enhancing
transparency and highlighting areas where further utility and regulatory examination is warranted.
Finally, as economies become increasingly global, broad adoption of the USoA will provide a degree
of commonality among financial reporting systems that will increase the confidence of prospective
investors.
Moving from the legacy accounting system to the USoA will require careful, thoughtful, and transparent
effort by both the utility and the regulator. Following the process elements described above can help
ensure a successful transition.
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Appendix A: Useful resources
Text of USoA:
Subchapter C – Accounts, Federal Power Act, https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CFR-2011-title18vol1/pdf/CFR-2011-title18-vol1-part101.pdf.
“18 CFR Part 101 – Uniform System of Accounts Prescribed for Public Utilities and Licensees
Subject to the Provisions of the Federal Power Act,” Legal Information Institute,
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/18/part-101.
FERC library, which gives access to all FERC Form 1 submissions, which show data from USoA
accounts:
“FERC: Documents and Filing,” FERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
https://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/elibrary.asp.
“U.S Regulatory Accounting Systems in Practice,” NARUC,
https://pubs.naruc.org/pub.cfm?id=53838481-2354-D714-511F-7ED1F6835B8F.
Discussion of the consistency between USoA and GAAP:
“Overview of Accounting Systems,” NARUC, https://pubs.naruc.org/pub.cfm?id=538E66C7-2354D714-51E9-23D0C31CD7BB
Discussion of adoption of USoA:
Public Utility Accounting: A Public Power System's Introduction to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Uniform System of Accounts (Arlington: American Public Power Association, 2012),
https://www.publicpower.org/system/files/documents/Public%20Utility%20Accounting%20Manual%20
2018.pdf.
Examples of recent adoption and adoption efforts:
“ERA Consults Stakeholders on the Uniform System of Accounts,” Electricity Regulatory Authority,
https://www.era.or.ug/index.php/media-centre/what-s-new/239-era-consults-stakeholders-on-theuniform-system-of-accounts.
Uganda commission Annual report for FY 17-18 at p. 97, available at “Annual Report 2017-18,”
Electricity Regulatory Authority, https://www.era.or.ug/index.php/resourcecentre/publications/annual-reports. (Uganda)
“Ethiopian Regulators Initiate Implementation of a Uniform System of Accounts,” NARUC,
https://www.naruc.org/bulletin/the-bulletin-122116/ethiopian-regulators-initiate-implementation-of-auniform-system-of-accounts/. (Ethiopia)
“Law of Georgia on Electricity and Natural Gas,” Georgian National Energy and Water Supply
Regulatory Commission,
http://gnerc.org/files/Acts%20in%20english/Georgian%20Low%20on%20Electricity%20&%20Natural%
20Gas_opt.pdf.
See, also, “Completed Projects,” Georgian National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory
Commission, http://gnerc.org/en/international/proeqtebi-da-programebi/completed. (Georgia)
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Appendix B: Presentations Relating to USoA Adoption (Africa)
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Appendix C: Transition to USoA in Africa
East African Regulators Finalize Regulatory Accounting Tools

As they work to attract critical investment into the region, East African nations are implementing
policies and tools to build a financially sustainable electricity sector. Officials in Rwanda, for instance,
have plans to phase out direct subsidies to the state-owned utility and to build increased electricity
interconnections with its neighbors on a path toward a regional market.
With the support of the United States Agency for International Development and Power Africa,
regulatory officials in Rwanda recently joined colleagues from Tanzania, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Uganda
in taking a big step in that direction. Regulators joined the to finalize a regionally harmonized Uniform
System of Accounts and a financial data collection template, tools that will help the countries unlock
the energy potential of the region.
Regulatory Accounting Tools Yield Optimism
The countries have been working together since 2014 on regulatory accounting in partnership with
the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), which brings to bear over
100 years of regulatory expertise to support regulators in East Africa and around the world. Regulators
in East Africa agreed on the need to develop a regionally aligned USoA, which will help support
progress toward cost-reflective tariffs and increased generation and access.
“With enhanced regional power connections, the USoA will be a perfect instrument that will assist stakeholders
as they undertake comparative analysis of utilities’ performance, both locally and regionally.”
~Robert Mahenia Githinji, Senior Manager of Legal Affairs, Kenya Energy Regulatory Commission
Now that these tools are finalized, officials are optimistic that their implementation will positively
impact the region’s electricity sectors.
“I am confident that the USoA will benefit our countries and our regulatory body,” said Ali Rudahunga,
a market analysis officer at the Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Agency (RURA).
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A Path to More Private Capital
Once fully implemented, the USoA and data collection template will streamline transactions and
connections as well as enable further private investment. The tools will also help to promote crossborder trade by creating clarity in the pricing information that underpins transmission and wheeling
agreements.
Given that national regulators are now building their USoAs off the regional version, regulators will
be well positioned to resolve disputes more easily over power and transmission pricing and support
proper cost allocation of transmission lines and other regional assets.
“With enhanced regional power connections, the USoA will be a perfect instrument that will assist
stakeholders as they undertake comparative analysis of utilities’ performance, both locally and
regionally,” said Robert Mahenia Githinji, Senior Manager of Legal Affairs at the Kenya Energy
Regulatory Commission. “The USoA will enhance transparency and accountability in the tariff review
process.”
About Uniform Systems of Accounts
The USoA allows a regulator to properly identify and allocate costs associated with the generation,
transmission and distribution of power. The tool ensures that the regulator can do an apples-to-apples
comparison of costs between utilities, both within the country and across borders. It also provides an
accurate understanding of the true cost of power to regulators and stakeholders, which overall can
help drive progress toward cost-reflective
Timely Assistance from NARUC and USAID
At an August 2016 activity in Kigali, Rwanda, representatives from the region’s regulators praised
NARUC and USAID’s training and technical assistance support on the USoA and template. Vianney
Mutyaba, a Principal Financial Analyst at the Uganda Electricity Regulatory Authority, said that
NARUC’s assistance helped regulators not only better understand the USoA but also articulate its
need to other stakeholders.
“The help that NARUC provided was timely on our side,” Mutyaba said.
Regulators also discussed how it would improve their individual abilities to set rates accurately, which
supports not only cost-reflective tariffs but also a more efficient regulatory process at the
commissions.
“Now we can streamline the process of collecting data and setting rates going forward,” said Jean
Pierre Kabango, Revenue Assurance Officer at RURA.
Looking ahead, regulators discussed next steps on their path toward a regional market, including
harmonizing approaches to transmission and wheeling tariffs, updating grid codes and market rules,
and continuing to build regulatory capacity. NARUC stands ready to continue its assistance to the
region in line with the goals and priorities of each country as well as USAID and Power Africa.
This story is made possible by the generous support of the American people through the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID). The contents are the responsibility of NARUC and do not necessarily
reflect the views of USAID or the United States Government.
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Appendix D
Implementation Plan of BC Hydro (Canada)

Full document at https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_27251_A2-4_BCHAction-Plan-Implement-USoA.pdf

2.1 Implementation of the Uniform System of Accounts
Figure 1 on the following page identifies the key tasks and milestones to enable BC Hydro to meet the
requirement of implementing the USoA. Further details for each task are described below.
Task 1. Analyze and develop the BCUC USoA requirements and harmonization approach.
This task will involve the comparison of the BCUC USoA, including the accounting policies embedded
within the BCUC USoA, with the current accounting policies currently used by BC Hydro under
Canadian GAAP. This task will also involve anticipating the likely changes to occur as part of the
transition to IFRS and its impact on the BCUC USoA. Upon completion of this task BC Hydro should
be in a position to determine the proposals for updates to the current BCUC USoA for items that
would benefit from transparency of information and harmonization to IFRS.
The development of the BC Hydro Code of Accounts has to align with the overall FSR Project
timelines as it is one of the key input requirements to the SAP Design. The target date for the draft
version of the BC Hydro Code of Accounts that will be incorporated into the SAP Design is the end
of July 2009.
Task 2. Provide proposals for updates to and exemptions from the BCUC USoA to the BCUC
staff.
BC Hydro will provide proposals for updates to and may provide proposals for exemptions from the
USoA to the BCUC staff, and proposes to work with BCUC staff in advancing these. The exact timing
will be determined as BC Hydro develops its detailed implementation plan.
Task 3. Establish a detailed implementation plan.
A detailed implementation plan is being developed that further breaks the tasks into activities with
detailed timelines and individual accountabilities to ensure key milestones are met.
Task 4. Determine an approach for conversion of fixed assets.
BCUC Directive No. 54 instructs BC Hydro to ensure that plant additions commencing as of the date
of the F09/F10 RRA Decision have the ability to be recorded and reported to the appropriate BCUC
USoA account codes. BC Hydro will therefore need to develop a mapping process between its current
account codes for capital additions and those in the BCUC USoA, for the transition period between
now and when BC Hydro has fully implemented the BCUC USoA within its new SAP financial system.
Task 5. Conversion of the F2011 Budget to BCUC USoA.
BC Hydro will establish conversion requirements and a methodology to support the future RRA filings
(after F2011) as specified under Directive No. 57, including comparatives for F2011. The forecast
budget included in the F2011 RRA will still be based on the current management reporting. However,
commencing April 1, 2010 actual information in SAP will be captured supporting new reporting
requirements under the BCUC USoA and IFRS. The purpose of converting the F2011 budget is to
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align the budget with the F2011 actuals in SAP, but additional budget information will be required to
facilitate the conversion to the BCUC USoA or IFRS alignment. BC Hydro is not planning any
conversion of historical information for periods prior to F2011 to SAP as the historic data does not
include all the detail necessary to allow for conversion and alignment with the USoA and IFRS.
Attempting to convert historical data would be a complex administratively intensive process that
would not necessarily result in comparable data that could be explained.
Task 6. Monitor actuals.
After SAP implementation the capture of actual data will be monitored closely to ensure that users
are following the new guidelines and procedures. The reporting on actual financial results will also be
monitored to ensure alignment with the BCUC USoA and IFRS.
Task 7. Annual Progress Report to BCUC.
This task is described below in section 3.

2.2 Annual Financial Report to the BCUC.
Figure 2 on the following page shows the timeline and milestones for the development of BC Hydro's
Annual Financial Report to the BCUC that incorporates the USoA. The key milestone for developing
and implementing the new Annual Financial Report to the BCUC is the filing of the F2011 Annual
Financial Report in July 2011. Further details for each task are described below.
Task 1. Draft format of financial schedules for SAP Design
The draft financial schedules to support regulatory filings will be developed to meet the timelines for
SAP
Design.
These draft
financial
schedules
will
be
used
as
input
for
the design of the Annual Financial Report to the BCUC. The draft schedules will be updated and
modified as part of the F2011 RRA process.
Task 2. Annual Progress Report to the BCUC
This task is described below in section 3.
Task 3. Develop F2011 Annual Financial Report to the BCUC
Compiling the F2011 annual report will be a complex process as the actuals in SAP will be captured
under the new design, while the F2011 RRA financial information will be on the current basis (Le.,
adjusted Canadian GAAP). In July 2011 BC Hydro will file the F2011 Annual Financial Report to the
BCUC, which will conform to the BCUC USoA for actual results. BC Hydro is assessing how it will
convert the F2011 RRA budget, which will be filed under the existing format, to the new format.
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3. Annual Progress Reporting
BC Hydro is required to provide annual progress reports until the BCUC USoA is fully implemented.
BC Hydro proposes to file the first progress report as part of the Annual Financial Report to the
BCUC for F201 O. BC Hydro will work with the BCUC staff to ensure this proposed timing is
acceptable.
The progress report will include a status update on the tasks (as detailed in sections 2.1 and 2.2)
completed and the ability to meet the expected milestones. Other items which may be included are
further updates that may be necessary to the BCUC USoA to align with the newest IFRS accounting
policies, proposed new classifications that may be required to align with current business
environments, historical plant accounts that do not align with the current BCUC USoA code, and
other relevant matters.
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For questions regarding this publication, please contact:
Erin Hammel (ehammel@naruc.org),
Bevan Flansburg (bflansburg@naruc.org), or
Hisham Choueiki (hchoueiki@naruc.org)

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
1101 Vermont Ave, NW, Suite 200
Washington, DC 20005 USA
Tel: +1-202-898-2200
www.naruc.org
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